
Year 1 Learning Snapshot 

Reading 

  

 
Students read 3 books Sail Away: The Ballad of Skip and Nell (Mem 
Fox), The Big Book of Mistakes (Corinna Luyken) and The Snail and 
the Whale (Julia Donaldson). They then analysed their favourite (and 
not so favourite) elements and explained why this was the case. 
Students summarised their opinions on the books they have read by 
selecting their favourite overall and voting on a Year 1 Google Form. 
The winner was… THE BIG BOOK OF MISTAKES!  

 
This past week, the students have begun 
recognising the imagery in their mind as 
they read. The students read poems and 
short passages from texts and drew what 
they have visualised. Ask you child to 
describe what they see. We create pictures 
in our mind! 

 
Writing 

 

 

 

 

 
Students have used what they have learnt whilst reading and applying procedural texts to their writing over the past 2 
weeks. The students wrote a variety of procedures, all of which have been different! Beginning with writing about 
wonderful creations, students wrote a procedure about how to make a creation with a select group of toys. Master Chef- 
watch out the Year 1s are coming! The students wrote delicious recipes about the snacks that they are making at home 
whilst learning remotely. The success criteria for the students has seen the students include all elements of a procedure- 
Heading, Materials/Ingredients and Steps. The students are extending themselves by adding more complex verbs and 
illustrations to support the reader. 

 
Numeracy 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

  



WATCH OUT!! The Year 1 students might just walk around, beside, under or even over you to demonstrate the Learning 
Goal and Success Criteria! Students have used well known and loved stories to draw maps to demonstrate positional 
language (where something is) and directional language (how something moves). It has been wonderful to see the 
students really engage with the WebEx Maths Meetings to demonstrate words on the screen. 

 
 

Big Question 

 

 

 

 
Students continued to make observations about light and sound. They used Google Classroom to observe videos and 
read rich texts regarding shadows. The students observed the shadow in the videos and the home environment and 
explained how these shadows were made. 

 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Year 1 students have been focusing on Kicking and the skills associated with this. Skills such as trapping the ball with 
your foot on top, dribbling around obstacles, passing the ball to a wall and back and if you are lucky enough, passing 
to someone in your household. Small games incorporating these skills have also been simulated in the home to 
further reinforce these skills.  

Spanish 

In Spanish, Year 1 students have been working on the sounds in family words. They have been creating artwork 
around the tricky words like hermano/a (brother/sister) and learnt about the silent h. 

Music 

In Music/Drama, Year 1 students have been working on creating their own drama script at home during remote 
learning in the manner of a drawn cartoon. They used a brainstorm of simple characters and problems, and were 
encouraged to act out their drama by taking on one of their characters. We also looked at a short video of how 
Beauty and the Beast was acted on a stage to better understand how a drama can arise from a person’s character. 



 


